I suspect that what would be most helpful is to step back and understand what it is that “inventors” really want, and figure out what would be their best strategy to get it. Like musicians, artists, and the other obsessively creative types, most innovators really just want to earn a good living doing what they love. Inventors, deep down, would like to be paid for full-time tinkering. If they could retire with the proceeds and buy yachts, that would be ideal, but I suggest that having the resources to do what they love and a workshop to do it in is way more important than the pot of gold at the end of the rainbow.

I’ll return to O’Reilly’s words to string my own thoughts together: “For all of these creative artists, most laboring in obscurity, being well-enough known to be pirated would be a crowning achievement.” Again, these words apply directly to inventors and the process of invention. You’ll be better off in the long run being known for inventing something — even if you give it away — than hoarding the idea in a padlocked file cabinet in your basement.

I know a lot more people who publicized ideas that turned into careers or job offers than I do people who made it big with that mousetrap. I don’t actually know anyone who has been “screwed” by “bastard corporations” or other “thieving inventors.” Of course I always console my friends when they don’t think their licensing deal was good enough, but it’s really the same counseling they get from me over thinking about exes: “Of course they were [insert epithet] but now you are out of it, and better off for it.”

Let’s briefly look at the other option, the “patent and sell” dream. A single patent through to prosecution will cost you anywhere from $20,000 to $100,000, depending on how much of the world...
it covers. This is before you’ve gone through the expense of trying to license your patent to someone (before you make any money, you’ll have to spend a lot letting interested parties know about the idea). Alternatively, you can wait until someone infringes your patent and then try to recover money from their error. This is even more expensive. I rarely recommend this process to any individual inventor. The likelihood of a yacht retirement outcome is similar to the likelihood that you look like Bruce Wayne.

Patents and secrecy don’t really serve the individual anymore. Unfortunately, they have become trading cards in a grand corporate shell game. I’d stand by the statement that the most likely road to the tinkering nirvana is to become known for what you do. That means doing it well and telling people about it, even telling them how to do it.

The reality is that the invention or the idea is a tiny fraction of the work to be done, and in all probability other people have already had the idea or patented the same thing. The real tradeable value is your capacity to implement the idea. I’ve hired people because they’ve built cool projects on instructables.com that demonstrated their skill, and I’ve seen people turn their kit-building websites into profitable small businesses. It all started with pretty much giving a few of their inventions away — loss leaders to support a lifetime of tinkering.

To read Tim O’Reilly’s essay “Piracy is Progressive Taxation, and Other Thoughts on the Evolution of Online Distribution,” go to makezine.com/go/piracy.
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